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DVD Snapshot is a clear-cut
software utility that you can use to
capture screens from DVD movies,
as the name implies. It comes
bundled with complex and intuitive
editing options that should help you
easily find the perfect video frame
to extract. Wrapped in a user-
friendly interface made from a
large window with a toolbar and
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menu bar, DVD Snapshot lets you
load DVD movies from disc and play
them within a built-in media player.
Adjust the playback speed and jump
to the desired frame It is possible to
increase or decrease the playback
speed, jump to a specific DVD
menu, title or chapter, zoom in and
out, as well as to fit the image to
the screen. Moreover, you can set
the exact hour, minute, second and
frame to jump to a video position.
In order to capture a frame, all you
have to do is pause the video at the
desired position and indicate the
output directory and file name.
Apart from the fact that you can
open the output directory without



leaving DVD Snapshot's interface
and switch to another UI language,
there are no other noteworthy
options provided by this software
application. Evaluation and
conclusion The program did not put
a strain on computer performance
in our tests, thanks to the fact that
it required low CPU and RAM to
work properly. It easily saved
snapshots and did not trigger
Windows to hang, crash or pop up
error messages. To sum it up, DVD
Snapshot comes loaded with
intuitive and practical options for
easily jumping to a position within a
DVD movie to take a snapshot and
save it locally, and it can be



seamlessly handled by anyone. DVD
Snapshot is a clear-cut software
utility that you can use to capture
screens from DVD movies, as the
name implies. It comes bundled
with complex and intuitive editing
options that should help you easily
find the perfect video frame to
extract. Wrapped in a user-friendly
interface made from a large
window with a toolbar and menu
bar, DVD Snapshot lets you load
DVD movies from disc and play
them within a built-in media player.
Adjust the playback speed and jump
to the desired frame It is possible to
increase or decrease the playback
speed, jump to a specific DVD



menu, title or chapter, zoom in and
out, as well as to fit the image to
the screen. Moreover, you can set
the exact hour, minute, second and
frame to jump to a video position.
In order to capture a frame, all you
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========== Keymacs is an
integrated video editor that can
record movies in 3D and HD. It is a
highly flexible application with a
simple UI, and is probably the best
tool for editing video content from
DVDs, and it is highly compatible
with the following formats: 3D



MPEG-2, DV, 3D SVideo, 3D
Composite, AVI, HD MPEG-4, DVD-
Video, DV DV25, DV50, DVD_X,
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC,
MPEG-2/MPEG-4 Part 12,
MPEG-2/MPEG-4 Part 14,
QuickTime, Windows Media Video,
VOB, ASF, AVI, WMV, MOV, MKV,
MP4, MPEG, WMV, DVD, MP4,
WMA, M4V, MP3, AAC. Features:
============= - DVD support
- Capture 3D movies - New capture
modes: Full Screen, Partial Frame,
Still Image, Camera,
Playback/capture - Fix file name if
first frame is not zero - Fix file
name if playback speed is not 1 -
Split videos in several clips - Zoom -



Remove borders - Crop videos -
Annotate videos - Trim videos -
Add/Remove date from captured
files - Write videos to DVD/Blu-ray -
Compress videos - Create a custom
menu - Annotate videos - Time
Correction - HTML Tag - Ability to
save output video to common
formats (MPEG-2/4, QuickTime,
DVD) - Advanced key repeat control
- Support for foreign languages
(French, Spanish, Italian) - Support
for iPhone/iPad - Support for iPad
(2,3,4) - Support for iPad Air -
Support for iPad Air 2 - Support for
iPhone 5s - Support for iPhone 5c -
Support for iPhone 6 - Support for
iPhone 6 Plus - Support for iPhone



6s Plus - Support for iPhone 7 -
Support for iPhone 7 Plus - Support
for iPhone 8 - Support for iPhone 8
Plus - Support for iPhone X -
Support for iPhone XS - Support for
iPhone XS Max - Support for iPhone
XR - Support for iPhone XR Max -
Support for iPhone XS Max (5G) -
Support for Android phones -
Support for Android tablets -
Support for iPad 2edc1e01e8
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DVD Recorder Free is a free DVD
software to record and burn DVD
movies with incredible ease. It
comes with an intuitive interface
that allows you to easily browse and
play your movie on a wide screen
TV. Burn to DVD It is possible to
burn both video and audio files to
DVD-Video discs. The software also
allows you to create VCD and SVCD
files, which can be played on some
video players. Access your movies It
is possible to open and navigate
your video and audio files by using
the intuitive interface. Once the
movie is loaded, you can select a



chapter to view it. It is possible to
set the playback speed, zoom in and
out, and jump to a specific time
and/or title/chapter. Burn to disc
The program allows you to create a
disc by using the built-in disc
burner and burn an ISO image file
to a disc. Evaluation and conclusion
As expected, the software recorded
and burned the DVD with ease and
without problems. Its interface was
really easy to use and it burned
your movies without any problems.
Description: DVD ripping software
allows you to rip DVD discs to a
number of file formats without the
need for another piece of hardware.
The software comes packed with a



rich set of features that give it a
higher degree of flexibility when
compared to most of its
competitors. HD and 4K quality
output It is possible to select a
number of quality settings when
you rip a DVD. The program's
default settings deliver an excellent
output quality for most DVD discs.
It supports the creation of 4K
resolution output files, and it can
even rip the 4K video and audio
from Blu-ray and DVD discs.
Automatic settings To facilitate the
automatic selection of the best
possible settings for your DVD
discs, the program provides the
possibility of manually browsing



and setting them. It also lets you
define the folder where the ripped
files will be placed. Batch
conversion If you are in a hurry, it
is possible to rip multiple DVD discs
at once, to create multiple output
files, and to convert them to a
number of supported file formats.
Evaluation and conclusion Although
the program required a few
moments to start ripping DVDs and
converting files to other formats, it
did not encounter any problems.
The interface was easy to use and
the program did not freeze during
our tests. Description: It is possible
to combine multiple video files into
one output file in a number of



formats, and the program offers
you a huge collection
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What's New in the DVD Snapshot?

DVD Snapshot is a clear-cut
software utility that you can use to
capture screens from DVD movies,
as the name implies. It comes
bundled with complex and intuitive
editing options that should help you
easily find the perfect video frame
to extract. Clean and intuitive
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interface Wrapped in a user-
friendly interface made from a
large window with a toolbar and
menu bar, DVD Snapshot lets you
load DVD movies from disc and play
them within a built-in media player.
Adjust the playback speed and jump
to the desired frame It is possible to
increase or decrease the playback
speed, jump to a specific DVD
menu, title or chapter, zoom in and
out, as well as to fit the image to
the screen. Moreover, you can set
the exact hour, minute, second and
frame to jump to a video position.
In order to capture a frame, all you
have to do is pause the video at the
desired position and indicate the



output directory and file name.
Apart from the fact that you can
open the output directory without
leaving DVD Snapshot's interface
and switch to another UI language,
there are no other noteworthy
options provided by this software
application. Evaluation and
conclusion The program did not put
a strain on computer performance
in our tests, thanks to the fact that
it required low CPU and RAM to
work properly. It easily saved
snapshots and did not trigger
Windows to hang, crash or pop up
error messages. To sum it up, DVD
Snapshot comes loaded with
intuitive and practical options for



easily jumping to a position within a
DVD movie to take a snapshot and
save it locally, and it can be
seamlessly handled by anyone.
Description: Burn Gold V1.0 is a
DVD burning software that enables
you to make your own DVD-quality
discs from data files, music and
photos on your computer. With
Gold V1.0, you can burn all your
favorite DVD movie and music to
blank DVD discs in few minutes.
With the help of DVD Recorder
Gold, you can create DVD-video
discs with your own movie, picture,
music and screen saver files, as
well as create DVD-photo discs
from your digital photos. You can



also make DVD-ROMs, -RWs, and -
RAMs discs from data files. So now,
you can burn any kind of files onto
blank DVD discs and read them on
your DVD player. For example, you
can convert your data files into
DVD-video discs, and create a DVD
video from your favorite digital
photographs. With Gold V1.0, you
can create DVD video, DVD stills
and DVD pictures discs from your
favorite video files and digital
photos. You can also burn DVD-
video discs and DVD-ROMs, -RWs
and -RAMs discs from data files.
For example, you can create DVD-
video discs from



System Requirements For DVD Snapshot:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows
Vista SP1 or Windows 7 Processor:
1.8GHz or faster Windows Updates:
Windows 7 Patch for win32k.sys
(KB2919355) must be applied to
Windows 7 All other patches can be
applied (KB2937951, KB2919356,
KB2937952, KB2919555,
KB2975587, KB2975592,
KB2975605, KB2975608,
KB2975661) Windows Vista
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